ABSTRACT As an emerging paradigm enabling mobile devices to leverage additional computation resources from nearby MEC servers (MSs), mobile edge computing (MEC) has drawn great attention from academia to industry. Unlike the conventional cloud server, the MEC provides a medium-scale and portable computation ability at MSs without relying on the time-consuming and capacity-constrained backhaul. However, the MEC offloading process is still highly sensitive to the fluctuation of both radio and computing resources. In this paper, considering the independent variation of the wireless channel conditions and computing tasks, we propose a Mixed-timescale Joint Computational offloading and Wireless resource allocation (MJCW) algorithm for latency-critical applications, aiming at minimizing the total energy consumption. Through such a new approach, the original NP-hard problem is decoupled into a short-term stage problem seeking for the allocation of physical power and subcarrier and a long-term stage problem of task offloading and frequency scaling. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves excellent performance in energy saving in comparison with conventional schemes and realizes higher utilization of green energy by adjusting the energy price of MSs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The arrival of the 5G era will fundamentally transform our society by interconnecting the massive number of smart devices and enabling tremendous intelligent Internet of Things (IoT) applications [1] . Many of emerging applications enabled by 5G and IoT, including mobile gaming, augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) and connected cars, directly necessitate the stringent requirements for extremely low latency and ultra high reliability.
With the growing need for real-time processing, the demand for computing resources becomes more prominent than ever that it frequently exceeds what local mobile devices can deliver [2] , which makes the network edge
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tao Wang. more computing-intensive. Mobile cloud computing (MCC) enables enhanced mobile experiences on resource-constrained mobile devices by extending the capabilities of mobile devices in computation, storage and networking but it is constrained by the stochastic characteristic of wireless networks, lengthening latency, virtual machine (VM) migration overhead, privacy, and security [3] . A paradigm shift in mobile computing, from the centralized Cloud Computing towards Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is emerging. By fully utilizing the distributed idle computation power and storage at the network edges, MEC is able to provide ubiquitous computing environment that could eliminate the network induced latency.
There have been a vast number of investigations on distributed computing and MEC. However, the performance of task execution in MEC systems is heavily influenced by both radio and computing resources, i.e., the former determines the data rate and energy consumption in transmission process while the latter determines the computing time and energy consumption of tasks offloaded to an MEC server (MS) [4] . Moreover, the offloading strategy is also a nonnegligible factor which has great impact on performance of MEC system. A simple task offloading strategy just considers the decision ''to offload or not'' which is called binary offloading strategy. But the problem ''offload to which one'' needs to be studied when considering the complicated network scenario of multiple MSs. Recently, synthesized resource allocation in MEC systems has received considerable attention leading to different studies from single MS [5] - [7] , multi-MSs [8] , [9] , D2D offloading [10] , [11] , etc. (Details are elaborated in the following section). Inspired by a widely used power management technique called dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), computing resources can be allocated by scaling CPU frequency [12] - [14] . However, one technical issue associated with an unrealistic assumption in these works is that the offloading processes can be completed within a channel block [6] - [8] , [10] or the channel state fluctuation is ignored during the offloading process [4] , [9] , [11] . Such assumption is far from reality since offloading tasks are usually computation-heavy that the channel state varies dynamically during the task offloading and remote computing process. Accordingly, optimizing the hybrid network resource involves mixed timescale behavior which incorporates multiple coupled random variables and uncertainties that may vary with different time scale. In addition, mixed energy supply scenarios or green energy harvested optimization problem is rarely studied in MEC systems.
Compared with our previous work [9] , we highlight the time discrepancy feature of different resources and propose a Mixed-timescale Joint Computational offloading and Wireless resource allocation strategy (MJCW) that jointly optimizes the offloading strategy, radio and computation resource in the hybrid energy supply scenarios. Furthermore, the utilization of green energy is discussed by adjusting the energy price factors. Without considering the computation results return process, 1 the MEC offloading process mainly consists of two stages, i.e., OFDM based uplink task transmission and CPU frequency scaling enabled computing. Taking advantages of OFDM, the former subcarrier and power assignment stage incorporates the multi-user diversity, while in the latter stage, through the selection of MEC server and adjustment of CPU resource, the system will save more energy due to the MEC-diversity. However, solving the joint optimization problem involves several technical challenges. First, although these two process contains different kinds of resource, the offloading selection policy makes them highly coupled. Second, the dynamics discrepancy of these two processes renders the whole optimization process becoming stochastic optimization problem. Third, due to the latency restriction, the subproblems cannot be convex. Aiming at tackling the challenges above, the main contributions of this paper is summarized as follows: 1) To address the timescale difference between radio and computing resources, we formulate a stochastic optimization problem that distributes different network resource, i.e., offloading strategy, channel allocation, power control and computing resource, aiming to minimize the total price weighted energy consumption of the hybrid energy supplied multi-user multi-MSs system.
2) In view of the inherent time discrepancy feature variables, we construct the mixed timescale optimization framework that controls the offloading and computing frequency in the long term and distributes the physical communication resources in the short term.
3) In the short-term stage, we are faced with a non-convex radio resource allocation problem which is solved through variable relaxation and the Lagrangian algorithm. In the long-term stage, in view of the relationship between variables, we transform the joint optimization of offloading strategy and computing resource allocation into sparse optimization problem with l 0 norm and solved through monotonicity analysis.
4) Simulation results are tested with effect of several factors such as different channel state, network scale, offloading load and task latency, revealing that both the radio and computing resource management contribute to the energy saving. Comparison with baselines show that exploiting both the multi-user and multi-MEC diversity, our proposed algorithm gains in system energy saving and obtains higher utilization of green energy by adjusting the energy price factors.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. The related work is presented in the ensuing section. Section III shows the system model and section IV formulates the total energy consumption minimization problem. Section V and VI proposes the MJCW algorithm to tackle the problem through the mixed-timescale optimization method. Then numerical and simulation results are shown in Section VII. Finally, section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In the latest years, studies on MEC are mainly focused on the offloading strategy and network resource allocation optimization problem considering different network scenarios. To reduce the execution latency and device energy consumption, Mao et al. [6] jointly optimize task offloading scheduling and transmit power allocation for MEC systems with single MS and multiple independent tasks. In [5] , [7] , the authors further optimize allocation of both radio and compute resources coordinately but still consider the binary offloading strategy in single MEC server network. With the VOLUME 7, 2019 edge network tends to be denser and more complicated, some researches begin to consider the optimization of offloading strategy and network resource allocation in multi-MS network, and thus multi-target offloading strategy has to be considered. Reference [8] proposes a framework where each user equipment partitions a task into sub-tasks and offloads them to multiple nearby edge nodes (ENs) in sequence. In our previous work [9] , to minimize the total energy consumption, we propose the joint offloading and wireless resource allocation strategy for the latency critical applications. Although these researches have already considered the computing resource allocation and it has become an important part of network resource optimization, original optimization method considering fixed computational capability in [4] , [7] has already changed to more specific method scaling CPU frequency based on DVFS technique. To minimize the total energy consumption on smart mobile devices (SMDs) under specified latency constraints, [13] jointly optimizes the offloading selection, radio and computational resource allocation coordinately with scalable CPU frequency. In [14] , an online joint radio and computational resource management algorithm is developed for multi-user MEC systems, with the objective that minimizes the long-term average weighted sum power consumption of the mobile devices and the constraint subjective to a total task buffer stability. To examine the trade-off between the execution latency and energy consumption, an optimization framework is proposed in [12] to investigate the scenario when a mobile device (MD) can offload tasks to multiple access points (APs) and scale its central process unit (CPU) frequency. Reference [15] also consider a multiple APs scenario with a single MD to minimize both total tasks' execution latency and the MD's energy consumption by jointly optimizing the task allocation decision and the MD's central process unit (CPU) frequency. Moreover, there are also emerging works extending the cellular MEC to other scenes regarding specific requirements, e.g. vehicular networks [16] , [17] , IoTs [18] , etc.
However, the fluctuation of channel state in task transmission during the offloading process is largely ignored in most existing works and only very few paper shed light on it. Considering the instability of wireless connections and the fluctuation of communication bandwidth, an Applicationlayer Adaptive Transmission Protocol (AppATP) is proposed in [19] to achieve energy-efficient data transfers between mobile devices and the cloud platform. Reference [20] adopts a Markov decision process approach to handle two timescale problem including whether offloading in the larger timescale and transmission policy with channel state adaptation in the smaller timescale, where the computation tasks are scheduled based on the queuing state of the task buffer, the execution state of the local processing unit, as well as the state of the transmission unit. [21] studies the joint resource segmentation and beamforming problem under two timescale including the allocation of the number of different virtual machines (VMs) for each server in slow timescale while the beamformer design based on the channel state information (CSI) in the fast timescale.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, various models including local and remote execution are given elaborately. We also present the required energy and time cost for the process of task transmission and computation.
A. NETWORK MODEL
An energy harvesting MEC system with multiple users and multiple MSs and green MSs (GMSs) is considered and shown in Fig. 1 . Here, each base station (BS) is assumed to be equipped with one MS. Similarly, the green base station (GBS) is also equipped with one GMS, assuming that both of them can harvest green energy such as solar and wind power as the energy supply. OFDMA is utilized as the uplink transmission mechanism. The main difference between MSs and GMSs is the energy supply mode that MSs are supplied with traditional grid-power while GMSs are powered by green energy harvested by GBS. Meanwhile, all the MSs including GMSs work independently and connect with the core network via the fiber. Assume each MS is configured with single-core central processing unit (CPU), and the CPUs of K MSs (including GMSs) are idle at the current time, whose set is indicated by K = {1, 2, . . . , K }. 2 There are N available subcarriers for uplink wireless transmission, denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N }. The bandwidth of each subcarrier is B N . Let I = {1, 2, . . . , I } denote the set of active users, each having one task, which means that there are I pending tasks. Without ambiguity, we also use i as the task indicator, and each task is described by a three-field notation
This commonly-used notation contains the information of the task input-data size D i (in bits), the requested completion deadline τ i (in second) and the computation workload/intensity X i (in CPU cycles per bit). Note that these parameters are related to the nature of the applications and can be estimated through task profilers [22] , [23] . Moreover, we assume all the MSs have enough capacity for task execution and will execute the tasks till finished once assigned.
For the user i, the frequency of local CPU is f i,loc , and the maximal transmission power of all users is set the same and denoted by P m . The CPU frequency matrix of MS is
is the CPU frequency of MS k which the task i is offloaded to and f m is the upper limit of CPU frequency. Let W = {w i,n,k |w i,n,k ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ I, n ∈ N , k ∈ K} indicate the subcarrier allocation matrix, where w i,n,k = 1 means the subcarrier n is allocated to the user i whose task is offloaded to the MS k while w i,n,k = 0 means not. The subcarrier power allocation matrix is denoted by
where p i,n,k is the power of user i whose task is offloaded to the MS k allocated on subcarrier n. Let G = {g i,n,k , i ∈ I, n ∈ N , k ∈ K} denote the channel-gain matrix of subcarrier, and each element g i,n,k denotes the channel-gain between the remote server k to user i on the subcarrier n. Meanwhile, we assume a flat fading environment in short term stage due to its extremely tiny time span such that the channel-gain matrix G remains constant while may changes in long term stage. Moreover, the system noise accords to the zero expectation Gaussian distribution whose variance is denoted by δ 2 . For clarity, the main notations used throughout this paper are summarized in TABLE 1 and shown in the next page.
B. TIME COST
According to the attributes of task, the total required CPU cycles for completing the task i can be denoted by X i D i , and the time cost for computing the task is defined as the required CPU cycles divided by the CPU frequency. Since the task could be executed locally or remotely, the time cost is discussed correspondingly as follows.
1) TIME FOR LOCAL EXECUTION
Without considering transmission process, the time cost for local execution only depends on the local computing capability, thus the local execution time for user i is given as
2) TIME FOR REMOTE EXECUTION When the task is determined to execute remotely, the execution time contains two parts including the transmission time spent on task transmission from users to MS and the actual computing time cost by the remote MSs. To be specific, i) Transmission: Considering the OFDMA mechanism, we ignore the interference in virtue of the exclusive subcarrier allocation. The aggregated data rate for user i who offloads task to the MS k is expressed as
Note that (BER) = − 2 log(5BER) 3
represents the SNR margin introduced to meet the desired target bit error rate (BER) with a QAM constellation and g ul is the target BER for uplink here. Recalling the channel state fluctuates during the offloading process, it is impossible to maintain a constant transmission rate, so we use the expected value of transmission time cost to represent the actual one. The time cost for transmitting task i to MS k is given by
ii) Computation: We consider the non-preemptive CPU allocation case like [4] , [6] , that only the idle MSs are involved for once scheduling, thus the waiting time because of queues is not taken into account. As we mentioned above, the CPU-cycle frequency scaling just happens before the task execution starts and the CPU frequency of MS keeps constant in the process of task execution. Then, the time cost for computing task i in MS k depends on the calculation intensity and CPU frequency, which is given by
Accordingly, the total time cost for the remote execution is given by
C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
According to different execution modes, the energy consumption is also discussed separately as below.
1) LOCAL EXECUTION
According to [24] , the energy consumption on user i during each CPU cycle is defined as k 0 f 2 i,loc , where k 0 is a constant related to CPU of mobile user. Thus, the energy consumption of task i for local execution is given by
2) REMOTE EXECUTION When the task is offloaded to execute remotely, the energy consumption also consists of two parts including the transmission energy used to send the input data D i to the target MS k and the energy consumption on the MS k for computing task. Since the amount of output data is usually much less than that of the input data, it is reasonable to ignore the transmission energy for passing back the computation results as in [24] - [26] . Considering that the channel state fluctuates from moment to moment during the computing interval, the energy consumption for transmitting task i to MS k is represented using the expectation form.
Similar to the local execution, the energy consumption for computing task i in MS k can be denoted by
where k 1 is also constant and related to the type CPU of MS k. Note that the computation states are rather steady during one task execution process with no frequency conversion, but the channel state varies more rapidly. Moreover, considering the energy difference regarding the means of energy acquisition, especially that the energy is very limited for mobile devices, we propose the weighted energy cost model with concept of energy price factor µ k for each MS k, µ k < 1. Consequently, the total priced energy consumption for remote execution of the task i at MS k can be given as below,
D. OFFLOADING STRATEGY
Focusing on the multi-MEC multi-user cases, we not only devise an offloading decision of ''offloading or not'', but also aim at solving the problem of ''offload to which one'' and ''execute at what kinds of CPU frequency'' jointly. Here, the first offloading decision is defined as a binary indicator and given as follows,
where b i,0 = 1 means task i is executed locally while b i,0 = 0 otherwise. To ensure the service latency and avoid excessive energy consumption at terminals, we set an energy threshold E 0 restricting the maximal local consumption and the delay threshold τ i defining the maximal delay tolerance for task i. Hence, a computational task will be considered more suitable and beneficial for local execution only when the two conditions above are satisfied simultaneously, otherwise, the task need to be offloaded to MS and executed remotely. As to the ''offload to which one'' strategy, we set b i,k as the indicator of offloading association between task and MS, where b i,k = 1 represents that task i is offloaded to MS k and vice versa. Moreover, the scaling-up of the CPU frequency at MSs is also discussed as our strategy. In the next section, we decide the above multi-MEC offloading strategies utilizing the proposed MJCW.
IV. OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION FOR JOINT COMPUTATIONAL OFFLOADING AND WIRELESS RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY A. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MINIMIZATION PROBLEM
Based on the offloading rule of b i,0 mentioned above, we denote the set of the task offloading users as I , I ⊂ I. Next, we will deal with the joint optimization issue of solving the wireless and computation resource allocation effectively. Concerning with the system energy consumption, the joint optimization problem is formulated as,
shows that b i,k is the binary variable indicating whether task i is offloaded to MS k. C2 implies that each MS can only accept and execute no more than one task at one time. C3 restricts each task is offloaded to only one MS exclusively. In addition, C4 is the maximal power budget for each user. Constraint C5 − C6 implies subcarrier allocation is the binary variable and ensure each subcarrier is assigned exclusively to one user. Moreover, C7 enforces the range of frequency adjustment on each MS and C8 enforces the corresponding hard deadline on each offloaded task.
Containing multiple-timescale optimization variables, this resource allocation problem is a stochastic optimization that involves mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, which in general is NP hard. Moreover, the nonconvex function in both the objective and constraints for the combinatorial optimization brings an additional challenge. In the following, we will propose efficient algorithms to solve this problem based on the idea of multi-stage optimization separation, and the problem P could be equivalently transformed into mixed-timescale optimization problem.
B. MIXED TIMESCALE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In view of the inherit timescale separation properties of problem P, we adopt the two-stage optimization strategy that partitions the control variables into two stages, i.e., in the short term stage, the wireless physical resource allocation (W , P) is adaptive to the instantaneous channel state to exploit the multi-user diversity gain and ensure the task QoS; In the long term stage, the computing task offloading strategies (b, f ) are completed adaptive to the physical resource allocation statistical characteristics to minimize the computing energy.
Specifically,
In short-term stage, given the task offloading strategy b and CPU frequency f , the total price weighted energy consumption becomes the short-term stage optimization problem of the physical subcarrier and power allocation. For convenience, we denote the tuple (b, f , W , P, G) as s . The short-term optimization problem can be written in the form of P1 as below.
∀i ∈ I
We can obtain the optimal power allocation P * (b, f , G) and subcarrier allocation strategy W * (b, f , G) through solving the problem P 1 .
In long-term stage, the offloading strategy b and CPU frequency of MSs f are optimized based on short term optimization result which is denoted as the set * s = {W * , P * |b, f , G}. Denoting the tuple (b, f , * s ) as l , the long term optimization problem could be formulated as below,
Accordingly, the strongly coupled original problem is decomposed, which can be solved in different time partition. However, the above two subproblems are still non-trivial. Problem P 1 is a non-convex MINLP, and problem P 2 still VOLUME 7, 2019 involves the coupled relationship between b and f , which is also non-convex. In the following two sections, we analyze them separately and propose effective algorithms for solutions.
V. SHORT-TERM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Since the objective of P 1 is non-convex and non-concave with respect to p i,n,k , we use a proper relaxation to approximate it with convex functions. First, given the offloading strategies, we transform constraint C9 to C9 equivalently as below,
Due to the offloading strategy matrix b is binary satisfying the constraint C3, constraint C9 can be equivalently deduced into multiple parallel constraints as C10,
By replacing each term b i,k
in the objective function of P 1 with its upper bound b i,k χ i , 3 we obtain the following convex approximation of P 1 .
Obviously, due to the discrete subcarrier assignment value w i,n,k , P 1 is not a strictly convex problem but we can make it change by relaxing w i,n,k to be continuous between [0, 1]. According to convex optimization theory, we can easily find out the problem P 1 is a convex problem with respect to both p i,n,k and the relaxed w i,n,k . Thus, the optimal solution p * i,n,k and w * i,n,k can be obtained based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The Lagrangian function is constructed and presented in (10) , as shown at the bottom of the next page, where α = α i,k , ∀i ∈ I , ∀k ∈ K and β = β i , ∀i ∈ I are Lagrange multiplier variables. The constraints C5 implies the subcarrier allocation strategy are binary values and the constraint C6 means each subcarrier is only assigned to a single user. Furthermore, considering the assumption that P is a positive variable matrix, the condition
0 is satisfied naturally. Thus, the conditions C5 − C6 can be omitted in the Lagrangian function (10) since W only assumes binary values. Therefore, it is both necessary and sufficient to find the power allocation's optimality by the following condition:
which is equivalent to finding the specific point given by,
3 In the simulations, we observe that C10 is satisfied with equality with high probability, which implies that P 1 is a good approximation of P 1 .
Then the optimal power of user i allocated on subcarrier n is shown as (13) ,
Next, the optimal subcarrier allocation strategy can be obtained through similar way, once the optimal power allocation strategy P * (b, f , G) is calculated, i.e., (14) where
Due to the derivative in (15) is independent of w i,n,k , the optimal value occurs at the boundaries of the feasible region when derivative is not null otherwise the optimal subcarrier allocation is obtained inside the feasible region. According to C6 that each subcarrier is assigned to only one user, the optimal subcarrier allocation strategy W * (b, f , G) is ruled by (16) ,
where φ n (b, f , G) = {φ i,n,k , i ∈ I }, n ∈ N is a row vector for Lagrangian partial derivative on subcarrier n. The dual variable matrices α and β are updated using their corresponding subgradients,
Here, µ α and υ β are used in the subgradient algorithm as the appropriate step sizes. Based on the above analysis of the short term stage problem, the short-term optimization algorithm (STOA) is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
VI. LONG-TERM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The long-term stage problem is a typical stochastic convex optimization problem. Accordingly, we optimize the offloading strategy and CPU frequency intermittently adapting to (15); p * i,n,k = optimal power allocation for offloading strategy b; w * i,n,k = optimal subcarrier allocation for offloading strategy b; ε = power allocation precision; I dd = maximum number of iterations; statistical characteristics of multiple short term stages. Since that the offloading strategy b and CPU frequency of MS f are dependent with the relationship in (19), we can use l 0 -norm of f i,k to indicate b i,k .
Similar to C9, constraint C8 is equivalently transformed into multiple parallel constraints as C11 due to the discreteness of b.
Then, the two variable coupled optimization problem P 2 can be transformed into P 2 as,
where l (f , * s ), P 2 forms a special mixed l 0 and function constrained sparse optimization problem that involves monotonicity for both objective and constraints.
According to task delay constraint C12, we define
Given the resource allocation strategy l optimized in short term stage which means the expectation value of transmission time cost T t i,k and transmission energy consumption E t i,k both become known quantities, it's obvious that ϒ(f i,k ) decreases monotonically with respect to f i,k and the constraint C12 defines the upper bound for CPU frequency of MS. Regarding the monotonically increasing target function F( l ) in the feasible region of f , thus the minimum f i,k can be find only when ϒ(f i,k ) = τ i . Combining the limitation of constraint C7, the optimal CPU frequency of MS k for task i f * i,k can be written as
According to C3, the optimal CPU frequency scaling strategy of MSs f * in theory can be set as
where J i = {f * i,k , k ∈ K}, ∀i ∈ I and the optimal offloading strategy can be obtained based on (19) which is expressed as
However, different mobile users may offload tasks to the same MS as their best choice leading to violation of constraint C2. Thus, we adopt Hungarian algorithm [27] to fix this bipartite graph problem corresponding to minimize the total priced energy consumption F( l ).
To this end, the mixed-timescale optimization is solved. Herein, we utilize the idea of sample average approximation (SAA) that approximates the true distribution of random variables with an empirical distribution by Monte Carlo sampling technology. Specifically, the proposed mixed-timescale algorithm is an online iterative algorithm that adjusts
8. Find the optimal offloading strategy and optimal CPU frequency scaling strategy according to (21) and Hungarian algorithm;
T t i,k (j) = expectation value of transmission time cost for jth long term optimization sample. E t i,k (j) = expectation value of transmission energy consumption for jth long term optimization sample. S s = number of short term optimization samples; S l = number of long term optimization samples; the offloading strategy and resource allocation strategy according to the newly collected sample data to find the optimal solution with the change of network state and environment. The detail algorithm design is elaborated in Algorithm 2 and the summary of the whole algorithm structure and the inter-relationship of algorithm components is illustrated in Fig.2 . Moreover, we prove that the proposed MJCW algorithm converges to the optimality of problem P 2 with convergence gap O(δ) through the following lemma and proposition.
Lemma 1: Denote G n as the Monte Carlo sampling for original channel gain variables G in the short-term problem. According to the Monte Carlo theory [28] , we have G n a.s → G. Let q (G, ) denote the true objective function of expectation part in P 2 , and q N (G n , n ) represent the corresponding sample average objective function part with the sample size N . Since G n a.s → G, the short term solution of P 1 is continuous function with respect to p i,n,k and relaxed w i,n,k according to (13) and (14), n a.s → * . Then, w.l.o.g., assume that the approximation gap between these two objectives x (G,
Proposition 1: Let f * and f o represent the true optimal value and achieved value through Algorithm 2 of problem P 2 , respectively, f o → f * as N → ∞ with convergence 
gap O(σ ).
Proof : The details of the convergence proof are given in the Appendix.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, compared with some conventional schemes, we analyze the performance and reflect the advantages of the proposed algorithm. We mainly focus on the energy consumption of the system affected by related factors including delay, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and energy price factors of MSs. In addition, the effective usage of green energy in MEC systems is discussed.
A. SYSTEM SETTING
We considered mobile users and MSs/GMSs are randomly deployed in a circle area which radius is 80 meters. The formula PL = d i,k −θ is used to model the large scale fading of the channels, where d i,k denotes the distance between user i and MS/GMS k and θ = 2 is the path-loss exponent. The Rayleigh fading model is adopted to model the small scale fading. k 0 is set to be 1 × 10 −24 [24] , [29] , and k 1 to be 1 × 10 −26 [30] . Besides, other simulation parameters are summarized in TABLE 2 unless otherwise mentioned.
B. SIMULATIONS
In this part, the energy consumption performance of the proposed scheme is tested with various factors. Besides, two optimization scheme baselines are presented for comparison.
Baseline 1: average allocation strategy (AAS). This scheme is based on the average allocation of both subcarriers and transmission power, thus the energy consumption for remote task execution can be obtained no matter which MS the task is offloaded to, and the offloading strategy optimization problem becomes a many-to-many matching problem aiming at minimizing the total energy consumption of the system which is solved through the common Hungarian method.
Baseline 2: short-term optimization algorithm (STOA). In this scheme, the offloading strategy is determined similar to AAS while the wireless resources allocation is further optimized based on the determined offloading strategy, which is detailed in the proposed Algorithm 1. The convergent performance of STOA is shown in Fig. 3 . The simulation results reflect that the algorithm achieves convergence under different iteration steps and maintains the performance for different users' cases. With the increase of step size υ β , we can find that the iterations times required for convergence decreases but the convergence value is larger which deviates from our optimization objectives of minimizing the transmission energy consumption. Thus, an appropriate iteration step is expected to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and ensure the optimization effect. Moreover, the user number impacts the convergence speed little because STOA corresponds to the separately restricted uplink power allocation.
1) PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MJCW ALGORITHM
The total priced energy consumption of our proposed algorithm with variance of MS number for different SNR situations is shown in Fig. 4 . First, we observe that with the growth of MS number, the total priced energy consumption of different SNR cases all decrease and lower SNR makes more obvious decreasing. This indicates that the system performance benefits more from the multi-MEC selection especially for poor SNR case. Meanwhile, the total energy consumption for the three SNR cases keeps decreasing until stable, which means that the gain due to the multi-MEC converges, i.e., for given computing services, more MSs than a certain number won't bring energy saving benefit. Note that the gap between three lines are shorten when the multi-MEC gain tends to be converged. This is due to that multi-MEC can make up the poor channel state greatly. Second, as the SNR of the channel increases, it is observed that the total priced energy consumption declines. This phenomenon behind is due to two reasons i) With the improvement of channel state, the transmission time cost decreases the transmission energy cost. ii) Corresponding to the cutting-down of the transmission delay, the computing time is relaxed which possibly results in lower CPU frequency of MS.
Specifically for SNR = 12dB, we can find in Fig. 5 that although both computation and transmission energy consumption decrease with the growth of MS number, the line of the total energy consumption takes similar trend with that of the transmission energy consumption. The reasons can be summed up as : i) Although the multi-MEC diversity increases with the growth of number of MSs, the change of multi-MEC diversity doesn't bring great impact due to all the MSs have ability to adjust CPU frequency; ii) Due to the energy consumption of MSs is much cheaper than mobile users, the transmission energy consumption has a great influence on total priced energy consumption and thus the optimization for transmission process achieves a more obvious effect.
Next, we go on to see the impact of task number on the system energy cost through Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . In Fig. 6 , the total priced energy consumption with different task delay are shown. It is observed that the total priced energy consumption increases with the number of tasks. In addition, the total priced energy consumption increases obviously as the task delay constraint becomes stricter and we can attribute it to the reason that a stricter delay constraint results in less time for computation, which restricts the adjustment range of the CPU frequency. Specifically for the delay case of 40 − 45 ms, the detailed energy consumption is shown in Fig. 7 . As the number of tasks increases, the computation energy consumption increases more rapidly compared with transmission energy consumption verifying that the offloading complicating services are high-energy-cost. 
2) COMPARISON WITH THE BASELINE SCHEMES
The total priced energy consumption for different optimization schemes is shown in Fig. 8 . It is observed that the proposed algorithm has the best optimization effect on total energy consumption compared with the others while STOA achieves a little bit better than AAS. The main reason causes this phenomena can be summarized in the following: i) Compared with STOA, the proposed algorithm further optimizes the offloading strategy and computation resource which refers the working CPU frequency of MSs in long-term stage, thus the proposed algorithm achieves better performance. ii) Compared with AAS, STOA further optimizes the wireless resource for reducing transmission energy consumption in short-term stage but has limited effect on total energy consumption. This mainly because the computational energy consumption is still much larger than the transmission energy consumption even we lower the energy price of MSs.
3) EFFECT OF THE ENERGY PRICE FOR HYBRID MSS
To reflect the impact of computation energy price on different optimization schemes, we compare the different optimization schemes with the energy price changes as shown in in Fig. 9 . The percentage value at the end of the arrow indicates the energy consumption proportion of STOA to AAS included in dashed circle. The total priced energy consumption of these three schemes all decrease continuously towards stability but with different reasons. Both AAS and STOA decrease due to exploit multi-MEC diversity to search for better MS while STOA further optimizes the wireless resource compared with AAS. As the computation energy consumption price becomes cheaper, it's easy to find the optimization effect of STOA is more obvious while the proposed algorithm is weakened and it mainly because the transmission energy consumption and optimization of wireless resource occupies a more important position compared with the computation resource allocation at the cheaper price.
In our proposed algorithm, the computation energy consumption of each MS is shown in Fig. 10 . To reflect the impact of GMS energy price on energy consumption distribution on each MS, we set different GMS energy price to compare as shown in the left and right histogram of the graph. The energy consumption shown in the figure is the converted non-priced energy consumption. It's easily observed that the more energy consumption will distribute on GMS due to their cheap energy price which can be explain as the heavy task may be offloaded to GMS to make full use of green energy. we can conclude our proposed algorithm can achieve the protruding performance in utilization of green energy.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have investigated the joint optimization of offloading strategy, wireless and computation resource allocation problem in an energy harvested multi-user and multi-MEC system. For the mixed resource allocation problem, a MJCW algorithm is proposed to minimize the energy consumption from two timescale aspect including short-term and long-term stage. Simulation results reveal that our proposed algorithm, exploiting the gain of both multi-MEC and multi-user diversity, achieves better performance in energy saving and obtains higher utilization of green energy by adjusting the energy price factors.
APPENDIX
With Lemma 1, we rewrite P 2 as Q (f , ) = y(f ) + x (G, ). Denoting Q * the optimal objective function of the true P 2 and Q o the optimal objective function of P 2 through SAA respectively as,
we are to analyze the gap of the optimality of the proposed algorithm.
If f o = f * , we have
Here, the inequality comes from the following analysis. 1) y( f * |) are continuous function with respect to f . 2) the difference of y( f * | G, * ) and y( f o | G n , * n ) only comes from the expectation in the constant C12. From comparison of (5) and (7), we know that the gap between y( f * | G, * ) and y( f o | G n , * n ) is O(σ ). Accordingly, the convergence gap between the optimal solution and Algorithm 2 is upper bounded by O(σ ). This completes the convergence proof.
